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About This Game

Sort the Cube is a minimalistic puzzle game in which you have to arrange all the sides of a cube in the proper order by sliding
around the little pieces that make up the cube into the blank spot.

The game features:

Several cube sizes

A couple of images

Selectable shuffling

So prepare yourself and start putting those little cubes into their places. And don’t forget that the cube has six sides.
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Lyubomir Vasilev
Publisher:
Lyubomir Vasilev
Release Date: 4 Aug, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: 2 GHz or better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1 Compatible

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Bulgarian,Russian
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sort the cube. sort in cube

This is easily one of the more essential expansions to the game and the first one I would recommend to expand the base game.
The expansion greatly expands the card variety of the base game and continues the fantasy theme established, adding much
more variety to the card pool without diluting the theme of the game. The titular component of the expansion, The Reaper, is a
great addition that gives more options to the player and adds an interesting game mechanic. Any time a 1 is rolled, the reaper is
moved. If the reaper lands on a player they roll a die and depending on the roll they can take damage, get stronger, or even
instantly die! Very tense mechanic that's alot of fun to fight to control. Finally, the characters added in the game are engaging
and fun. I personally think the dark cultist is one of my favourite characters.

If you are thinking of picking up an expansion for Talisman, I would definetly recommend this one as your first. Not only is it
generally cheaper, but it's so essential to spicing up the base game that I honestly just consider it part of the base game and
always play with it on.. 10/10 game, gave my whole family nightmares. Ok this is interesting. I like it. I actually liked it a lot.
Street Fighter kind of feeling with Drones, changing weapons, drones and avatar stuff. These are all good. But what I like most
about this game is it is really different. I guess you have to try it to see. But let me try to explain a bit.

You don't control the drone like other flying plane or spaceship games, But you don't control it as real life drone either (actually
you can, there is an option for flying like real life drone, but I found that diffucult) They used motion controllers in a good way.
I liked it. You hold trigger and bend your hand to fly around and click up and down to go up and down. First time you try it is
very weird, because I didn't try controllers like this. But after keep playing a bit. You are getting it. It is fun.

Real diffuculty is other controller. So one hand control the drone, other hand has a target\/laser thing. with that you keep
shooting enemy drone. Using one controller to fly and other to shoot is very interesting. It's really diffucult but you are learning
quickly. I got better and better in like half an hour or so.

I couldn't find online games, I guess because this game just released. So I will give it time to try online, but they have enough
solo stuff for now.

It is something different and it has real potantial to become something bigger than what it is now.

I want to see more arenas (there are only 3) and more players online. Otherwise it is good.
. At the moment I would not recommend this game. It feels unfinished and cheap.
The game is made through Unity and you can see it takes inspiration from Ikaruga and Raiden, but it's not completely there.
The back ground art looks fine if a little dull and low res, the enemy designs incredibly generic and with out any animation
(would have been smarter using sprites) and really, it just feels like it pales in comparison to the other fantastic shmups available
on steam, some cheaper. The music is pretty average too.

Also, there are no continues and only 3 lives.

On the plus side it controls pretty well, but with out any excitment there really isnt too much to say about the game.. This is a
pretty addicting little game. I was hoping it'd be longer, and with more customization to how things were built, but that was just
the optimist in me. Like most time management games, the levels are effectively largely pre-planned for you going in, with little
real option for where to put what even if it seems fairly wide open when you first start the level. Really, this could have been a
much bigger and more ambitious game, and it would have been amazing, but it's still good for what it is and at the price point
it's offered for.
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Fun avoider/bullet hell game! Just spent all night playing it and it was worth it!
It's a decent amount of fun for what it costs, I would definitely reccomend to all skill levels.. I often play this game before or
after work. It is a filler game for me. I like it.. Dear People Who'd Like to Buy this Game
Please don't. The developer has not shown a single update since approx. April.
There is no one online.
When you set up matches with friends, the game cuts out mid match and you're stuck looking at each other.

Sorry guys.. Initially I refunded this, but I wanted to make sure i came back to leave a good review this time around. Aiming is
much improved thanks to 360 degree aiming with mouse and keyboard, it makes the combat far more manageable. The extra
content of new areas is appreciate as well, though the storage/hub area could use a little more explanation, particularly for
warping between chapters.

Gun ranges are a little short, it'd be nice if they went further. Stuff like the rifler already do, but it's weird to see a thomspon or
shotgun's shots evaporate before even fully crossing the screen. Overall though I'd say there's been a big improve in quality since
I played a few months ago, hopefully they'll keep adding more content to make it even better.. Part of me wishes this was
longer; but it really is just the perfect length for what it is. I really like this buy for five dollars.

If you hear the "Metroidvania" tag and expect something along the lines of Super Metroid, Fusion, or such, you may be
disappointed - the MV genre is the closest easy genre to throw at it, but this is something a little different. It's less like a modern
era Metroidvania throwback, and more like a Metroidvania era Amiga throwback.

Compared to what one expects from an indie MV style game, it's simpler in many ways, but with a little more push on narrative.
I'd really like to see what the fellow making this can do with a few more resources.

It's stripped-down approach, while it may just be an artifact of the single-dev approach, is quite suiting to the game. It comes
across as slightly haunting, really. It's like a really good indie record from the 80's - rather than being hindered by it's limitations,
it has embraced them into part of the aesthetic, and made something better for it. I think trying to make a game with the same
sort of emotional resonance that is attempted in modern titles, within the confines of a vintage-styled 2D game, and to succeed
on the level this game has is quite the accomplishment.

From a gameplay aspect, while I often like something in this genre with a more open and less linear map (Aquaria was one of
my favorites in this regard) given the size of this game, and the slow speed of movement, I appreciated the "looping" nature of
many of the paths you take - while it does create a slightly more linear experience, it removes a lot of the "grind" of making
your way across repeated terrain. Teleporters and shortcuts and other work-arounds wouldn't have worked as well with the feel
of this game, really, and allowing the character to move through the environment faster would have ruined the feel and mood of
the game.

Really, there's been an incredible balancing act in a lot of aspects of this game. Every decision in it's creation seems to be quite
deliberate.

Honestly, I have a hard time not recommending this to anyone - the dollar and time cost are low enough to not feel like a waste
even if you don't like it, and it's an intriguing game. It doesn't quite hit every note it reaches for, but if you like 2D styled games,
and games driven slightly more by story than action (without being action free) this is a good try.
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